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In current fiercely competitive environment, firms are compelled to integrate external
technology to sustain their innovation capability through collaboration. In order to
achieve desired innovation, it is essential for firms to identify potential appropriate
R&D collaborators. Previous research on identifying potential partners mostly focused
on technology similarity (Angue et al., 2013) or enterprises’ acquisition and
development ability (Jeon et al., 2017), but ignored the importance of technology
diversification for innovation. Considering this, Wang (2012) explored complementary
technology to identify potential R&D partners, yet neglecting the fact that too much
heterogeneity hinders enterprises’ absorption thus lower innovation performance. To
bridge these gaps, we proposed a systematic framework to help enterprises choose
appropriate R&D partners by combining technology complementarity with enterprises’
own absorptive capacity.
As shown in Figure 1, the proposed framework involves three perspectives:
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Figure 1 Process of identifying targeted R&D partners

(1) Measuring Technology complementarity
Wang (2012) have used association analysis to mine the interaction between different
technologies at the USPC-class level and thus identify complementary technology.
Different from this, we proposed an improved method to measure technology
complementarity using IPC class based on its conception focusing on different narrowly
defined areas of technology within a broadly defined area of technology that they share
(Makri et al., 2010). The detailed measurements of technology complementarity is as
follows:
Complementarity(A ← B：technology complentarity of company B to A)
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In particular, n means the number of IPC4 in the certain technical field, 𝐼𝑃𝐶4𝑖 means
technical class i at IPC4 level, 𝑁𝐼𝑃𝐶6 indicates the number of IPC6, PN is the number
of all patents in the whole field, 𝑃𝑁 𝑜𝑓 𝐼𝑃𝐶4𝑖 indicates the number of patents involved
in technical class i at the level of IPC4. Notably, technology complementarity of
company B to A is quite different from A to B.
(2) Evaluating enterprise’s own absorptive capacity
Cohen and Levinthal (1990) believed that enterprises’ absorptive capacity is a function
of prior related knowledge and is related to organizational learning ability, and consider

R&D investment as the indication of importance of absorptive capacity. We consider
the firm’s own absorptive capacity at three aspects: ①the technology similarity with
external enterprises as knowledge base; ②R&D ability as potential absorptive capacity;
③employee’s absorptive ability: employee’s education as well as employee’s initiative.
In this part, we use a firm’s R&D expenditures and R&D intensity in recent years as a
proxy to indicate its potential absorptive capacity and take employees’ highest
education degree as their education level. The employees’ initiative indicates their
attitude towards new knowledge, and it is expected to provide by their managers
through questionnaire. The detailed measurements of technology similarity is as
follows:
We denote patent portfolio in a certain field of company i as a technical class vector
𝑉(𝑥𝑖 ) = {𝑝𝑖1 , 𝑝𝑖2 , … 𝑝𝑖𝑗 … 𝑝𝑖𝑚 } , m is the number of IPC6 involved in the whole
field, 𝑝𝑖𝑗 denotes the number of patents of company i involved in technical class j. All
companies’ patent portfolios can be denoted as 𝑋𝑖 = {𝑥1 , 𝑥2 , … 𝑥𝑛 }. We then use the
cosine measure to calculate the categorical similarity between two patent portfolios 𝑥𝑖
and 𝑥𝑘 as follows:
CS(𝑥𝑖 , 𝑥𝑘 ) =

𝑉(𝑥𝑖 ) ∙ 𝑉(𝑥𝑗 )
|𝑉(𝑥𝑖 )||𝑉(𝑥𝑗 )|

Where |𝑉(𝑥𝑖 )| can be calculated below:
|𝑉(𝑥𝑖 )| = √𝑝𝑖1 2 + 𝑝𝑖2 2 + ⋯ + 𝑝𝑖𝑚 2
(3) Exploring potential partners’ collaborating willingness and development strategy
Tracing the aimed partners’ willingness to cooperate and their recent development
strategy can help firms locate potential collaborating candidates further. We explored
aimed partners’ collaboration intensity to judge whether they are willing to cooperate
with others. The development strategy can be traced through recent applied patents and
strategy information from their annual report and other reports.
This paper used a patent dataset of 3D printing as a case study. Finally, we will provide
potential appropriate partners’ information for enterprises with different kind of
combination of technology complementarity and their absorptive capacity. Comparing
with single-perspective methods, the framework proposed in this paper stressed the
importance of both technology complementarity and absorptive capacity. By evaluating
own absorptive capacity, appropriate partners with complementary technology can help
extend their scope of invention search and create higher quality inventions.
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